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Abstract.
BACKGROUND: Infant care activities can induce musculoskeletal disease. However, little is known about the biomechanical
joint load during lifting-up of an infant.
OBJECTIVE: The aim of this study was to investigate normalized maximum moment during lifting-up of infant dummies
weighing 4.6 kg, 7.6 kg, and 9.8 kg.
METHODS: Six healthy young subjects participated in our study. All subjects performed lifting-up activities of dummies
to shoulder height with their feet apart and natural postures in their comfortable speed. Three-dimensional reflective marker
trajectories and ground reaction forces were used as input to calculate joint moments using a full body musculoskeletal model.
Joint moments were normalized by each subject’s body mass. Friedman’s test was performed to compare mean differences of
normalized joint moments for lifting up three dummy weights.
RESULTS: Lumbar joint had the greatest normalized joint moment. Lumbar and hip extension moments were significantly
increased with dummy weight (P < 0.05). In contrast, knee extension and ankle plantarflexion moment were not significantly
affected by dummy weight (P > 0.05).
CONCLUSIONS: These results indicate that the lumbar joint plays the most important role in infant lifting-up motion and
that the load of lumbar and hip joint should be reduced when lifting a heavier infant. These results could contribute to the
development of an effective lifting strategy and an assisting device for lifting an infant.
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1. Introduction

Infant care activities, i.e., lifting-up, holding, and carrying infant, are physical tasks that can pose
challenges to parents. They commonly induce mechanical load on the musculoskeletal system due to
repetitive strain and inappropriate postures [1,2]. Specifically, people who care infant are required to
regularly lift up and carry infants. They spend a lot of activities such as squatting, kneeling, and sitting on
a floor or low couch with mechanical load for a long period of time [3]. They might use a poor infant
lifting technique throughout the day. For example, a stooped position with straight knees and a bent
back for lifting an infant from the floor can induce strain of the soft non-muscular tissue of the back that
supports the infant [4]. Furthermore, a correct lifting movement of an infant is difficult because the infant
is possibly in constant and unpredictable motion during the lift [5]. This also results in lifting an infant
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Table 1
Demographic characteristics of subjects

Variables Mean SD
Age (years) 24.8 0.5
Height (cm) 171.8 2.6
Weight (kg) 72.6 6.5

in awkward positions that are biomechanically stressful [5,6]. Thus, infant care activities can result in
musculoskeletal diseases. For example, it has been reported that 25% of women after childbirth suffer
from a low back pain and a pelvic girdle pain [7]. Especially, abnormal postures and positions during long
infant care periods have been widely identified as contributing factors to lower back pain [8]. Also, 49%
of back injuries have been reported to be associated with lifting an infant [6]. In addition, many research
studies have demonstrated that carrying a load such as an infant in the front with arms can cause lumbar
lordosis [9,10], which can lead to lower back pain [11]. Furthermore, it has been reported that infant
carrying is associated with increased trunk muscle activity [10,12,13] that can induce reduced muscular
endurance [14].

It is important to understand biomechanical implications of infant care movements for suggesting
an effective infant care strategy. Therefore, some studies have investigated quantitative biomechanical
strategy during infant care activities such as carrying in-arms or sling-based infant carrying. Schmid
et al. have investigated effects of different sling-based infant carrying methods using motion capture
camera and electromyography [15]. They suggested that carrying an infant alternating on preferred and
non-preferred sides using a sling could help prevent musculoskeletal diseases resulting from paraspinal
muscle hyperactivation and excessive lumbar hyperextension. Williams et al. have investigated lower
extremity joint moments during carrying an infant using a baby carrier [16]. They demonstrated that a
baby carrier could decrease the loading knee abduction moment by 8.7% and the loading knee extension
moment by 16.7% compared to an in-arm carriage.

However, previous studies have only focused on biomechanical analysis about infant carrying. Studies
investigating biomechanical kinetics of human joints during lifting-up an infant have not been reported
yet. In addition, increased weight of an infant might affect biomechanical joint load. Therefore, the aim
of this study was to perform kinetic analysis during lifting-up of infant dummies with various weights.

2. Method

2.1. Subjects

Six healthy young men were recruited from Konkuk University for this study (Table 1). Subjects with
any diseases (i.e., lower limb injury, musculoskeletal disease, and neurological disorders) that might affect
their activities of lifting load were excluded. Before participation, the aim of the study was explained to
all subjects. This study was approved by the ethics committee of Konkuk University. Written informed
consent was obtained from each subject prior to main measurements.

2.2. Experiments and analysis

Three-dimensional motion analysis data were acquired using an Eagle six-camera system (Motion
Analysis Corp., Santa Rosa, CA, USA) for assessment of movement patterns during lifting an infant
dummy. Thirty-three retroreflective markers were attached onto anatomic landmarks of each subject
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Fig. 1. Placement of reflective markers on anatomic landmarks for motion capture during lifting up an infant dummy.

Fig. 2. The specification of the developed infant dummy.

according to the Helen Hayes marker set as shown in Fig. 1. Marker data were collected at 120-Hz
sampling rate with an EvaRT software (Motion Analysis Corp., Santa Rosa, CA, USA). Two force plates
(OR-7-2000, 464 mm × 508 mm × 84 mm; Advanced Mechanical Technology, Watertown, NY, USA)
were synchronized with the camera system to acquire ground reaction force (GRF) and center of pressure
(COP). Both GRF and COP data were sampled at a sampling rate of 1200-Hz with a data acquisition
board.

As shown in Fig. 2, infant dummies weighing 4.6 kg, 7.6 kg, and 9.8 kg were used instead of real
infants. These weights (4.6 kg, 7.6 kg, and 9.8 kg) of infant dummies used in this study were selected as
average weights of 1-month, 6-month, and 12-month infants in Korea, respectively [18]. Previous studies
have also used infant dummies for biomechanical analysis during infant care [15,16]. Furthermore, it has
been reported that carrying an infant is not significantly different from carrying an infant dummy during
walking [9].
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Fig. 3. Definitions of dummy positions (right: lifting a lying dummy; left: lifting armpit of the dummy).

Fig. 4. Inverse dynamic simulation for calculating joint moments on lower and upper extremities during a lifting-up motion.

All subjects were asked to lift infant dummies using two different lifting techniques (dummy positions
1 and 2). As shown in Fig. 3, dummy positions 1 and 2 were defined as lifting armpit of dummy and lifting
a lying dummy, respectively. Although 1-month dummy in dummy position 1 is unrealistic in infant care
motions because a baby cannot keep his or her head up, we included this dummy corresponding to the
weight of a one-month-old baby in order to investigate joint moments according to increasing dummy
weight. All subjects were instructed to lift up each dummy to shoulder height with their feet apart and
natural postures in their comfortable speed.

Joint moments on shoulder, lumbar, hip, knee, and ankle were calculated using an inverse dynamics
simulation method. Briefly, a software for interactive musculoskeletal modeling (SIMM) (Muscoulo-
Graphics Inc., Motion Analysis Corp., Santa Rosa, CA, USA) was used to compute joint moments via an
inverse dynamic simulation based on full body model kinematics and ground reaction forces as shown in
Fig. 4. Maximum joint moments were normalized by each subject’s body mass. Joint moments are known
to be influenced by weight. Common approaches for normalization of joint moments include dividing
the joint moment by body mass [19]. Non-parametric Friedman’s test was performed to determine main
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Fig. 5. Representative joint moment trajectories according to dummy weight.

effects of dummy weight on normalized maximum moment in each joint. When a significant main effect
was found, Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used in order to compare maximal joint moment of each
dummy weight. Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS ver. 16 for Windows (SPSS Inc., Chicago,
IL, USA). The significant level was defined at p < 0.05.

3. Results

Figure 5 shows trajectories of representative lumbar and hip joint moments according to dummy weight.
The maximum extension moment at both lumbar and hip joints increased with increasing dummy weight.

Table 2 presents results of Friedman’s test comparing normalized joint moments with increased infant
dummy weight. Lumbar joint had the greatest normalized joint moment in most dummy types and both
lifting techniques (dummy positions 1 and 2). In both dummy positions 1 and 2, main effects of dummy
type (weight) were significant in shoulder, lumbar joints, and hip joints (P < 0.01). In contrast, there
were no significant main effects in knee or ankle joints (P > 0.05).

Figures 6 and 7 show post hoc results of normalized maximum joint moments according to dummy
types in each joint. Shoulder, lumbar, and hip extension moments were increased with increasing dummy
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Table 2
Normalized maximum joint moment according to increased weight in each joint

Variables Dummy position 1 Dummy position 2
Dummy type (weight) Dummy type (weight)

1-month 6-month 12-month Signifi- 1-month 6-month 12-month Signifi-
Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) cance Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) cance

Normalized Shoulder 0.2 (0.10) 0.28 (0.14) 0.34 (0.21) 0.002 0.21 (0.08) 0.29 (0.10) 0.40 (0.15) 0.002
Maximum Lumbar 1.66 (0.14) 1.84 (0.13) 2.02 (0.26) 0.002 1.63 (0.13) 1.79 (0.16) 1.99 (0.20) 0.002
Joint Hip 1.41 (0.14) 1.74 (0.35) 2.02 (0.30) 0.002 1.33 (0.17) 1.52 (0.28) 1.84 (0.30) 0.002
moment Knee 1.23 (0.51) 1.45 (0.48) 1.31 (0.41) 0.115 1.57 (0.26) 1.59 (0.39) 1.67 (0.45) 0.513
(Nm/kg) Ankle 0.61 (0.23) 0.73 (0.37) 0.85 (0.42) 0.513 0.62 (0.31) 0.63 (0.31) 0.95 (0.45) 0.115

Fig. 6. Post hoc test results of normalized maximum joint moment during the lifting-up motion in shoulder and lumbar joints (+:
P < 0.05).

weight in both dummy positions 1 and 2. Specifically, there was a significant weight effect, with motion
for lifting-up 12-month infant dummy having a significantly greater moment than the motion for lifting-up
1-month or 6-month infant dummy (P < 0.05). Similarly, maximum moments for lifting-up 6-month
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Fig. 7. Post hoc test results of normalized joint moment during the lifting-up motion in lower extremities (+: P < 0.05).
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infant dummy were significantly greater than those for lifting-up 1-month infant dummy (P < 0.05).
In contrast, knee extension moment and ankle plantarflexion moment did not change significantly with
increasing dummy weight.

4. Discussion

Little is known about the kinetic characteristics during lifting-up of an infant. This study investigated
normalized maximum joint moments during lifting-up of infant dummies with various weights. The
main findings of this study were as follows. First, lumbar joint generated the greatest moment during
lifting-up of an infant dummy. Second, normalized maximum joint moment in lumbar and hip extension
motions significantly increased with increasing dummy weight, whereas ankle and knee joints were
not significantly affected by infant dummy weight. Third, shoulder extension moment increased with
increasing dummy weight only in dummy position 2.

In this study, lumbar extension moment tended to be greater than other joint moments (Table 2). This
tendency was found for all dummy weights and both dummy positions. This indicates that the lumbar
extension moment play the most important role in a lifting-up motion. This result might be associated
with the occurrence of low back pain and back injuries during infant care activities [6,8]. Our results are
in agreement with previous similar studies showing that the greatest lumbar joint moment is generated in
all load types during both stoop and squat lifting motions [17].

Increase of normalized maximum moment by dummy weight was prominent in lumbar and hip joints
(Figs 6 and 7). Normalized maximum moment was significantly increased with increasing infant dummy
weight (in the order of 1-month, 6-month, and 12-month infant dummies, P < 0.05). This indicates that
the heavier an infant, the greater the load on the lumbar and hip joints, which may result in occurrence of
low back pain and/or pelvic girdle pain. In fact, it has been reported that 25% of women after childbirth
suffer from a low back pain or pelvic girdle pain [7]. Shoulder extension moment was also significantly
increased with increasing infant dummy weight in both dummy positions 1 and 2. However, the shoulder
joint moment was much smaller than lumbar and hip joint moments.

On the other hand, ankle and knee joint moment showed no significant changes with increasing infant
dummy weight (Table 1). This means that ankle and knee joints had similar normalized maximum joint
moment regardless of dummy weight. The reason for significant main effects on lumbar and hip joints
might be because the center of mass (COM) of the body moved to the anterior with an increase of
dummy weight. That is, greater moment might have been generated at lumbar and hip joints to overcome
body COM moving to the anterior with a heavier infant dummy. In contrast, ankle and knee joints have
less effects on the change of COM. Our results suggest that an assisting aid or device than can reduce
increased load on lumbar and hip joints should be developed in order to prevent low back pain and pelvis
girdle pain.

The normalized maximum moment between dummy positions 1 and 2 was prominent in hip and knee
joints. Specifically, hip joint moment during lifting for dummy position 1 was greater than that during
lifting for dummy position 2. This result is attributed to the difference of maximum hip flexion angle due
to different dummy positions during lifting-up of a dummy. Actually, the maximum hip flexion angle for
dummy position 1 was significantly greater than that for dummy position 2 (P < 0.05), which was not
shown in the result. That is, when lifting a dummy, a larger hip joint angle can induce the body’s COM
to move more backward. As a result, the hip joint moment might be greater to overcome the increased
force exerted on the hip joint by the moved COM. In contrast, knee joint moment during lifting for
dummy position 2 was greater than that during lifting for dummy position 1. This might also be associated
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with COM moving backward. COM moving backward could induce smaller knee extension moment
because force exerted on the knee joint was decreased by the moved COM. The normalized maximum
moment for dummy positions 1 and 2 was similar between lumbar and shoulder joints because kinematic
characteristics of upper extremities were not significantly different between the two dummy positions.

Many studies have reported that infant care activities can induce mechanical load on musculoskeletal
systems. Mechanical loading has been identified as an important risk factor of musculoskeletal diseases
such as low back pain [1,2]. Although biomechanical analysis during an infant carrying motion has been
performed, some studies have focused on lower extremities [15] with only a single dummy weight [15,16].
Furthermore, there has been no study on joint loading during lifting motion of an infant. This study
demonstrated that lumbar extension load had the greatest influence on lifting-up of an infant. Moreover,
lumbar and hip extension loads were more prominently influenced by heavier infants such as a 12-month-
old infant. Therefore, further studies are needed to develop an effective lifting strategy so that load on
lumbar and hip joints could be reduced.

This study has some limitations. Limitations and future directions of this study are shown as follows:
(1) This study focused on only two dummy-holding positions. In real life, holding positions for a baby
are various during baby-care activities. For example, parents can hold an infant in their chest with both
arms. Also, they can sustain uncomfortable postures for baby feeding. Therefore, more infant-holding
positions should be used for more realistic kinetic analysis in infant care activities. (2) When lifting an
infant after bathing, an infant is usually lifted far away from parent’s body. The distance between an
infant and the parent’s body during lifting an infant can affect joint moments. For example, if parents
lift an infant far away from their body, a greater lumbar joint moment might be produced. Therefore, the
joint moment depending on the distance from an infant should be analyzed in a further study. (3) In this
study, a small number of subjects participated. A larger population of participants should be included
considering gender and age in a further study.

5. Conclusions

Normalized maximum joint moments at the shoulder, lumbar, ankle, knee and hip joints during lifting-
up of infant dummies with various weights were investigated. The lumbar extension moment was found to
be the greatest during lifting-up of an infant. Older (heavier) infant had a greater influence on lumbar and
hip joints. These findings provide new insight into infant care motion. These results could contribute to
the prevention of musculoskeletal diseases due to infant care activities by developing an effective lifting
strategy and an assisting device to reduce loads on lumbar and hip joints.
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